TODCM Release Notes 1.1.0.4
Introduction
Release 1.1.0.4 has added some major new features over the previous 1.1.0.3 release. The most
significant one is the annual evaluation feature. This feature allows administrators to perform the
annual teacher evaluation using TODCM. A sample evaluation template is provided but schools can use
their own templates with questions specific to each individual schools. Each teacher can create his/her
own evaluation and with each evaluation one or more student and teacher surveys can be created. There
are 3 sample survey forms, these forms are also template driven therefore schools can create their own
survey templates.
Another major feature is the guest login which allows guests to login and view learning targets and
published units. There are 3 options for guest login:
1. Anyone can login as guest.
2. Guest login requires LDAP authentication.
3. Multiple guest accounts can be created in the TODCM database by assigning the user access level
as guest.
Database Changes
* Added column “code” and dropped column “ispublic” for survey table.
* Reset the username for system guest user.
* Added column “deleted” to survey table.
Enhancements and New Features
* Issue 224: Upgrade TinyMCE to version 3.4.3.
* Issue 225: Move JS function init_jstree() to app.js.
* Issue 226: Use captcha on login page when too many failed login attempts.
* Issue 227: Make resource popup window submit less restrictive. Allows submit without an upload or
web link.
* Issue 228: Add new function to show created+modified dates and creator+modifier names in unit-*
resource template module.
* Issue 233: Add new feature evaluation with integrated student surveys.
* Issue 237: Add guest login feature.
* Issue 245: Add view survey forms feature
* Issue 256: Add language text for user access levels in the admin pages.
* Issue 258: Allow surveys to be taken without authentication.
* Issue 260: Add language text for EQ admin pages.
Bug Fixes:
* Issue 230: Changing unit type does not update the menu tree.
* Issue 234: TinyMCE alignment buttons don't work. Need to take them out.
* Issue 236: Survey result combine feature not handling result sets from different survey forms
properly.
* Issue 250: Shared unit doesn't work with PYP and MYP unit templates.
* Issue 253: Problem with hide unit feature for editing units.

* Issue 254: Integrated unit type should not be allowed for PYP and MYP unit templates.
* Issue 265: Changes from release 1.1.0.3 caused some of the selection drop-downs and text searches
on the admin strand, standard and benchmark management pop-up windows to stop working.
* Issue 279: Login page encryption is broken. Users were still able to login but username and password
were not encrypted by Javascript.

